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A BSTRACT
Training deep learning models has become an important workload on the public cloud. Scaling cloud-based
distributed training faces unique challenges from the hierarchical network topology of the datacenter and the
dynamic nature of the multi-tenant environment. Timely training of deep learning models requires effective use of
topology-induced locality in the datacenter network. This work proposes PLink, an optimized communication
library that probes the physical network then generates and executes a fitted hierarchical aggregation plan to take
advantage of such locality, and evolves the plan to adapt to changing network conditions. PLink needs no support
from cloud providers and operates out-of-the-box on unmodified public clouds. PLink serves as a direct plug-in to
many training frameworks, delivering up to 2.3x better end-to-end training throughput for popular deep learning
models on Azure and EC2 compared to state of the art.
1

I NTRODUCTION

The distributed training pipeline consists of two stages: local
computation (e.g., forward and backward passes) and global
communication (parameter exchange). Efficient distributed
training involves optimizing both stages. Past work has
focused on building specialized hardware clusters with fast
interconnects (Smith et al., 2017; You et al., 2018; Akiba
et al., 2017; Jia et al., 2018a; Mikami et al., 2018; Sun et al.,
2019; Goyal et al., 2017; Iandola et al., 2016). While the
results are encouraging, these approaches demand steep
investments and are not universally available.
On the other hand, public cloud-based learning has become
a popular, more accessible alternative, as all major cloud
providers offer racks of nodes with specialized accelerators
(such as GPUs, TPUs, and custom FPGAs) (Google; Microsoft, c; Amazon, a;e; Fowers et al., 2018; Jouppi et al.,
2017; Xiao et al., 2018a) for deep learning workloads.
Unfortunately, even with modern frameworks and recent
optimizations (e.g., gradient compression and quantization (Lin et al., 2017; Seide et al., 2014; Lim et al.,
2018), latency-hiding (Zhang et al., 2017; Jayarajan et al.,
2019; Hashemi et al., 2018), optimized communication libraries (Facebook; Nvidia; PSLite) and large batch optimizations (Goyal et al., 2017)), distributed training at scale
on the public cloud still incurs high overhead: up to 90%
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of total training time can be wasted waiting on the network
(Figure 1). While existing solutions focus solely on addressing the bandwidth bottleneck, the cloud environments
pose additional challenges (§3). The hierarchical network
structure breaks the usual assumption of link speed being
uniform; multi-tenancy and the dynamic nature of the cloud
traffic cause high variation in performance. All these add
to the complexity of scaling up distributed training and can
render existing solutions less effective (§3.1). These issues,
coupled with the fact that the speed at which the throughput
of emerging accelerators is improving significantly outpaces
that of the networking devices (Luo et al., 2017), keep cloudbased training communication bound.
Our work focuses on designing a communication scheme
for efficient gradient aggregation in the context of public
clouds. We address three specific challenges in developing
our communication scheme. First, we need an aggregation
mechanism that is appropriate for network topologies that
display bandwidth oversubscription, and that makes appropriate use of underprovisioned links. Second, we need to be
able to identify the underlying network topologies and bandwidth/latency constraints (or collectively, locality) even if
the public cloud does not expose such information. Finally,
we need communication schemes that can react to changing
network conditions, especially in the presence of interfering
traffic generated by other tenants.
We propose PLink, an optimized, locality-aware, dynamic
system that uses a hierarchical aggregation scheme for cloudbased, high-performance deep learning (DL) training. PLink
uses three components to address the challenges above: (1)
ProbeEmbed (§4.1), a general-purpose technique that uses
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Figure 1. Even with state of the art training frameworks and recent optimizations, up to 90% of time during cloud-based training of
popular models is wasted explicitly waiting on the network.

data from measurement probes to embed cloud VMs in a
multi-dimensional space in order to accurately infer network topology and group VM nodes based on their physical
affinity; (2) AggEngine (§4.2), a hierarchical aggregation
execution engine codesigned with the DL training workload
that generates and executes a balanced hierarchical aggregation plan using topology information; (3) Autotune (§4.3),
a reactive mechanism to quickly adjust to network changes
by rebalancing the aggregation workload between VMs and
continuously fine-tuning aggregation communication paths
to match each VM’s current network performance.
PLink serves as a direct plug-in to popular frameworks and
requires no support from cloud providers. On unmodified
public clouds (both Azure and EC2), PLink is able to deliver
up to 95% accuracy in inferring datacenter network topology,
and 2.3x faster end-to-end training performance for popular
DL models compared to state of the art.

2

BACKGROUND

We provide an overview of typical structures and performance implications for datacenter networks and common
approaches to the communication phase of training.
2.1

Datacenter Networks

A typical datacenter network has a hierarchical, multi-tiered
topology (Mysore et al., 2009; Greenberg et al., 2009; Roy
et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). Machines are grouped into
racks, each connecting to a top-of-rack (ToR) switch. ToR
switches are connected to upper level devices. In this setting, the communication performance of two end-hosts is
affected by where they reside: they enjoy full link bisection bandwidth within a rack, because link capacity is not
shared at the rack-level, but if they are on different racks,
the performance depends on link load and oversubscription
ratio (Bilal et al., 2012). In this paper, we use locality to refer to the cause of variation in communication performance,
which includes: (1) physical topology: the location of the
nodes and (2) dynamic network load. Efficient communication requires carefully architecting software to tap into both
aspects (Jeyakumar et al., 2012; mixpanel): solutions that
ignore physical topology are subject to long-term communication imbalances, and those that ignore dynamic network

load suffer from short-term inefficiencies.
2.2

Parameter Exchange in Distributed Training

Parameter exchange is the bottleneck phase in cloud-based
distributed training. The underlying mechanism for parameter exchange can be classified into one of the following:
Parameter Servers (PS) (Smola & Narayanamurthy, 2010;
Li et al., 2014a;b; Zhang & Ré, 2014; Luo et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2016). PSs are centralized or
sharded key-value stores, where keys and values represent
the model’s layer IDs and weights. In each iteration, all
workers update the model stored in PSs with their gradients.
Collective AllReduce (CA) (Sack, 2011; Thakur et al.,
2005; Rabenseifner, 2004; Blum et al., 2000; Bala et al.,
1995). Popular in the context of MPI, all nodes in CA participate in the communication, usually running symmetric tasks.
The end goal of CA is that all nodes have a globally-reduced
copy of the data. Widely used CA in training deep learning
models include halving-doubling (Goyal et al., 2017), ring,
and double binary tree (Nvidia; Sergeev & Balso, 2018).
Hierarchical Aggregation (HA). Pervasive in the HPC
world (Graham et al., 2016), HA refers to the generic technique of aggregating data in multiple steps, first locally and
then globally. Examples of HA usage for distributed training
include Iandola et al. (2016); Cho et al.; Geng et al. (2018);
Wangt et al. (2018), though not in a cloud datacenter context,
and all require the network topology to be known.
The existing approach to using a given communication
paradigm in the cloud is straightforward. The user requests
a list of VMs from the cloud provider directly or from
a service (e.g., Batch AI (Microsoft, a), Dynamic Training (Amazon, c)), and then the list of node addresses are
used to launch a deep learning framework. Therefore, this
unordered list determines the identity and rank of each node,
which dictates the communication pattern.

3

M OTIVATION

Two major challenges exist in cloud-based training.
Non-uniform link bandwidth. Host-to-host bandwidth in
the cloud is non-uniform due to the hierarchical structure of
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Figure 2. Pairwise bandwidth probes with 32 EC2 C5 and Azure F
instances show non-uniform link bandwidth.
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Figure 3. Left: 8 hour latency (us) tracing (1 minute average) between two VMs on both clouds show steep fluctuations due to
volatile cloud traffic. Right: Wide performance distribution of the
same, periodically launched Gloo aggregation task on both clouds.

the datacenter (§2.1). Figure 2 shows a pairwise bandwidth
probe of 32 VMs in EC2 and Azure, in the same availability
zone/datacenter. In both cases, faster pairs can deliver more
than 2x the throughput of slower pairs.
Volatile traffic. The performance variability in the public
cloud is well known (Farley et al., 2012; Iosup et al., 2011;
Maricq et al., 2018). Although mechanisms for performance
isolation have been proposed (Shieh et al., 2010; 2011), we
still observe interference from other workloads, leading to
volatile latency and aggregation performance (Figure 3).
3.1

Inefficiencies in Existing Approaches

We motivate our design by analyzing why some existing approaches do not perform optimally, as they rely on assumptions that aren’t typically valid in the datacenter setting.
Figure 4 shows a theoretical analysis of widely used communication patterns. PS (a) and popular choices of CA such as
halving-doubling (b) and ring (c) are shown in a setup where
nodes (0-3, enclosed in a circle) are spread equally among
two clusters (purple and gold). The left side of the figure
shows patterns that achieve optimal locality in the setting
by exchanging data among nodes with high locality (highperformance links in green) while minimizing transfers over
the bottleneck links (slow links in red). The right side shows
alternative reduction routes with poor locality. All patterns
achieve the same result, but with different efficiency.
The problem with poor locality happens when the communication pattern in the algorithm is not optimally aligned with
physical topology. Mapping logical ranks to physical hosts
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Figure 4. Existing aggregation approaches can suffer from poor
locality if not taking physical network topology into account.

in a locality-preserving way is contingent on awareness of
the physical network structure. Hence, topology-awareness
is crucial for efficient aggregation in a datacenter network.
Even with careful mapping, not all algorithms work optimally in the datacenter environment. Table 1 summarizes
network characteristics of these algorithms, with a simplified, flattened datacenter network topology model where
nodes are simply placed in different racks. Centralized PSs
are known to suffer from incast congestion and do not scale
to a large number of workers (Iandola et al., 2016; Geng
et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018). Sharded PSs incur high cross
rack traffic. CAs usually trade off lower per-link traffic on
the wire with more rounds of communication, which is not
suitable when the latency is high. Tree reduction inherits
the problems of both PS and CA: high fan-out causes incast problems; a low fan-out adds more rounds. Ultimately,
we need an algorithm that bounds communication steps,
takes advantage of fast links, and localizes traffic to avoid
interference from competing traffic.
3.2

2-level Hierarchical Aggregation (2LHA)

HA is not new, but most applications of 2LHA are in contexts with known network topologies. HA does not reduce
the total amount of data transferred on the wire, but it can
create more localized traffic and avoid slow links.
One important parameter in HA is the number of levels.
Similar to (Alfatafta et al., 2018), we choose 2 as the level
based on our domain knowledge of datacenter networks,
that oversubscription mostly hurts at the rack level. Thus,
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Name
PS (fully sharded)
Halving doubling
Ring-Chunked
Tree (fan out = C)

Rounds/Hops
2
2log2 N C
2N C − 1
2(logC N + 1)

Bytes on Wire
2(N C − 1)S
2(N C − 1)S
(2N C − 1)S
C−1
2C NC−1
S

XR Bytes
2N (C − 1)S
2(C − 1)S
(2C − 1)S
(N −1)
≈ 2C C−1 S

2-level hierarchical

4

2S(N C − 1)

2(C − 1)S

Table 1. Network characteristics of various algorithms featuring
rounds of communication (Rounds), minimum total traffic (Bytes
on Wire), and minimum cross rack traffic (Min XR Bytes, corresponding to red arrows in Figure 4) to allreduce with N C nodes
on C racks, each with N nodes. Each node has a buffer of size S
bytes. PS and aggregators in HA are colocated and sharded.

by separating inter- and intra-rack aggregation, we can best
capture the static aspect of locality and minimize latency.
The use of more levels (> 2) suffers from higher latency and
volatile performance, as messages need to traverse multiple
links with unpredictable latency, but provides no benefit
compared to PS if links don’t have enough non-uniformity
(e.g., in the same cluster).
2LHA partitions nodes into different groups (clusters) based
on their affinity. 2LHA starts by chunking the buffer across
members in the same group. For each chunk, a node is
designated as the local master (LM) for that group, for
aggregating locally. One of the LMs across all groups is
chosen as the global master (GM) for global aggregation.
Visually, the reduction trees of all chunks form a 2-level
forest. Communication for 2LHA is done in the following
steps:
1. Each group member sends all chunks to their respective
LMs (intra-group traffic only).
2. All LMs send per-group aggregated chunk to the GM
for global aggregation (inter-group traffic only).
3. The GM aggregates the chunk, then uses the reversed
routes for propagating the globally-aggregated chunk
back to the LMs.
4. The LMs fan out the globally aggregated chunk to all
group members.
Efficient execution of 2LHA requires overlapped intra- and
inter-group aggregation and load-balanced LM and GM assignments. §4 provides an implementation that satisfies
these. Table 1 shows the desirable properties of 2LHA.
Compared to CAs, the number of rounds in 2LHA is constant with respect to the number of nodes, compared to PSs,
it requires significantly less cross-rack bandwidth.

4

D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION

We now describe PLink, a topology-aware and dynamic
system that leverages HA for efficient cloud-based training.
PLink includes three components.
• ProbeEmbed: a network probing and clustering approach
to capture physical locality in the datacenter network.

ProbeEmbed groups nodes based on their physical affinity, so intra-group links have better communication performance than inter-group links.
• AggEngine: a high-performance implementation of
2LHA that is codesigned to take advantage of deep learning properties. AggEngine uses clustering information to
distribute the aggregation workload efficiently and execute the aggregation schedule.
• Autotune: a mechanism that tracks training performance
and adjusts the current GM and LM assignments to adapt
to changes in the network conditions.
4.1

Capturing Network Locality with ProbeEmbed

For accurate network topology discovery, ProbeEmbed must
probe quickly and should not rely on knowledge of a particular datacenter. ProbeEmbed: (1) probes communication
links between nodes to measure pairwise node distances, (2)
denoises probed distances, and (3) clusters nodes.
4.1.1

Running ProbeEmbed probes

ProbeEmbed starts by issuing measurements to identify communication locality and determine pairwise node distances.
Distance is defined using universal networking concepts,
like latency or inverse bandwidth. ProbeEmbed uses two
different probes: an inhouse DPDK-based (dpdk) probe to
provide near bare-metal latency measurements for supported
VMs on Azure and EC2, and iPerf (iperf). ProbeEmbed runs
these networking probes one-to-one. O(N 2 ) time would be
required to probe N nodes if run sequentially. To accelerate
this process, ProbeEmbed picks as many pairs (up to N2 ) as
possible in each round without having a node appear twice,
to avoid interference from concurrent tests. This allows
ProbeEmbed to probe in O(N ) rounds.
ProbeEmbed derives pairwise distances with probe results
(in case of bandwidth measurements, bandwidth are converted to distance by taking the inverse (scikit learn)).
ProbeEmbed then proceeds to denoise the collected data.
4.1.2

Denoising probe data with embedding

ProbeEmbed embeds nodes in a Euclidean coordinate space,
obtaining a set of coordinates whose distances agree with the
probed distances. This works to: (1) denoise measurements
by leveraging Euclidean space to approximate the physical
location of nodes; and (2) obtain a set of “virtual coordinates”
for a clustering algorithm to identify groups.
To embed nodes, we identify node coordinates (vi and optional hi ) that minimize the following objective:
n X
i−1
X
2
((di,j )α + 1h [hi + hj ] − pi,j )
(1)
i=1 j=1

where n is the number of nodes, di,j = kvi − vj k2 is the
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64 Azure D32 VM nodes

An example clustering. Nodes in the same cluster have the same color.

Figure 5. α = 2 (right) generates more consistent clusters (higher
AMI across 100 generated clusters) compared to α = 1 (left)

Euclidean distance between embedded node coordinates for
nodes i and j, pi,j is their probed distance, parameter α
takes a value between 1 and 2, hi is a non-negative startup
cost parameter for node i, and 1h is a switch for hi . We use
the Adam algorithm (Kingma & Ba, 2014) to optimize this.
ProbeEmbed embeds VMs in a coordinate space that preserves the probed distances between VMs. The denoising
effect of the embedding process stems from its tendency
to keep mutually close nodes together, which enforces our
domain knowledge that VMs that are close to one particular
reference VM are probably close to each other as well in the
datacenter. Thus, this effect has a correcting influence when
the mutual-closeness property is violated by a particular
observation but is observed in a majority of nodes. A lower
number of embedding dimensions strengthens this effect.
α tunes how longer distances are treated in the Euclidean
space: α = 1 fits the embedded distances to probe distances
exactly. For α > 1, we can achieve increased “compaction”
of distance while maintaining relative distance order. This
effect is desired because small physical distances can be
magnified disproportionately in the probe due to competing
traffic. Setting α = 2 causes the long probed values to
be “compacted” more than the smaller ones (but it never
changes the relative order of distances). Figure 5 suggests
empirically, a larger α pushes VMs with short distances
even closer on the embedded plane, leading to more consistent clusters evidenced by higher adjusted mutual information (Vinh et al., 2010) (0.59 vs 0.76) across 100 runs.
Inspired by (Dabek et al., 2004), ProbeEmbed includes an
optional parameter hi , the node-specific, network-agnostic,
fixed latency of sending a packet (e.g. traversing the operating system network stack).
Multiple clusters are generated at once, and ProbeEmbed
favors clusters with smaller diversity in the sizes of groups.
If there is a tie, ProbeEmbed makes a random choice.
4.1.3

Grouping Nodes for 2LHA

We now outline how ProbeEmbed partitions VMs into
groups for 2LHA. The goal is to generate groups that are
(1) balanced, so no single group becomes a bottleneck and

(2) cohesive, so VMs in the same group have good locality.
We first compute the number of groups to generate, then
determine the members of each group.
GMs are more likely to be the bottleneck during 2LHA, as
they must receive and aggregate messages at both levels. For
a uniform key distribution, the following term approximates
the bytes-on-wire sent or received by a GM:
n

b=O
+k
(2)
k
with n total VMs, and k groups. The GM sends and receives
a message from each node within its group ( nk − 1) for
local aggregation, and from every other group (k − 1) for
global
√aggregation. This expression achieves a minimum at
k = n, giving a natural choice for group count.
Once group count is selected, we use a constrained k-means
clustering algorithm with k-means++ initialization (Bradley
et al., 2000; Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2007) to generate balanced, locality-preserving groups. This accepts a minimum
cluster size and the number of groups to generate
√ as input.
For perfect balance, both parameters are set to n.
Enforcing perfect balance is not optimal in cases where
VMs are naturally clustered in almost balanced but distant
clusters, because in those cases some group can contain a
distant member which could be assigned to a much more
cohesive group with a slight imbalance, forcing an onerous
bottleneck on the local aggregation step. Thus, we include
a parameter, balance elasticity, which enables a slight imbalance among clusters. We empirically found best results
with values between
√ 1.0 (perfectly balanced) and 2.0 (each
group has at least N /2 nodes).
In order to evaluate the performance of ProbeEmbed, we
also define Balanced Random, a grouping method for 2LHA
that operates without
considering√probe distances and sim√
ply produces n groups of size n uniformly at random.
This is used later as a baseline.
4.2

Efficient HA with AggEngine

AggEngine transforms grouping information from ProbeEmbed into a hierarchical reduction plan and efficiently executes it. AggEngine supports various communication backends, including TCP, RoCE (SoftRoCE), iWarp (Metzler
et al., 2010), and InfiniBand.
4.2.1

Generating an Aggregation Plan

AggEngine chunks buffers for better load-balancing across
processor cores and overlapping of the transmission of gradients with aggregation.
Since AggEngine is bottlenecked by the slowest inter-group
transfer, which in turn is bottlenecked by the slowest intragroup transfer, AggEngine assigns chunk GMs and LMs
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such that each group (or node) has a number of GMs (or
LMs) proportional to its cardinality. AggEngine uses an
approximation set partition algorithm to achieve this.
AggEngine then generates a schedule that executes the steps
in §3.2 for each chunk. A schedule consists of a set of
chunk-action pairs, where action is one of the following1 :

Property
Fixed comm. pattern
Fixed buffer size
One reduction per layer
per iteration
Training is stochastic

AggEngine Optimization
No explicit acknowledgement
Minimal metadata
Only 2 merge buffers per layer;
Eagerly accepts chunks
Switching plans quickly and cheaply

Table 2. Codesigning AggEngine with training workload.

• SendTo(nids): send the content in the current merge
buffer to the list of nodes specified in nids. SendTo is
a non-blocking operation, and its status is inferred by
whether subsequently anticipated data is received.
• ReceiveFrom(nids): block until the chunks from nids
are received and aggregated into the merge buffer.
• Fetch: notifies AggEngine that a framework-supplied
buffer is ready to be processed.
• Deliver: writes the content in the merge buffer back to
the framework-supplied buffer.

The last step of a schedule is Deliver, where AggEngine
copies the final value to the framework-supplied address.
AggEngine then wakes up the thread that called reduce.
AggEngine alternates between two merge buffers per chunk
for synchronous training to overlap local computation on a
chunk with transfers of that chunk to peer nodes.

A schedule is represented as a DAG where dependencies are
edges and nodes are primitives, avoiding false dependencies
between local and global aggregation.

Table 2 summarizes how AggEngine is designed to take
advantage of properties in the distributed training workload
to lower its overhead.

4.2.2

4.3

Executing an Aggregation Schedule

AggEngine first performs rendezvous with an out-of-band
mechanism (e.g., Redis), establishing multiple connections
per pair of VM as cloud providers can restrict per-stream
bandwidth (Amazon, d). AggEngine preserves intra-node
locality by maintaining a load-balanced map from a chunk to
a connection, and then by further associating the connection
to a particular processor core (Pesterev et al., 2012).
We now focus on how AggEngine efficiently supports the
four actions, hiding communication latency and avoiding
excessive synchronization.
When a framework calls reduce(chunk), AggEngine retrieves the thread ID, suspends it, and enqueues chunk to
the ready queue. Its worker threads poll the ready queue to
retrieve chunk and transition the buffer into the Fetch state,
copying gradients from the supplied address, then set the
state of buffer to SendTo.
SendTo is an asynchronous operation that simply enqueues
data to a send FIFO queue. A cursor is used for each TCP
connection if a send operation cannot finish. AggEngine
enforces that the order of bytes on the wire corresponds
exactly to the order in which SendTos are issued. This
saves metadata overhead as only a 4B integer per flow that
encodes the chunk ID is required.
SendTo is followed by ReceiveFrom. AggEngine allows
streaming aggregation for each buffer in ReceiveFrom state
to a merge buffer. A counter is incremented when a chunk is
1

With these action primitives, AggEngine can support arbitrary
reduction graphs.

fully received from a peer, and when the counter reaches the
target, this step concludes. AggEngine transitions current
buffer state to SendTo or Deliver based on schedule.

Reacting to Network Changes with Autotune

Autotune collects performance information from
AggEngine and watches for sudden changes in link
conditions, reflected by the current training speed. The goal
of Autotune is to dynamically compensate for link changes
by redistributing LMs and GMs to VMs, so the time to
finish an iteration is similar at both local and global levels.
A perfect initial LM and GM assignment is hard, even if we
have bandwidth probe measurements. Consider an aggregation plan S, where the effective bandwidth of node i to j
while running aggregation S is BW (i, j). Clearly, finding
the best S analytically relies on BW (i, j) to be precisely
measured or modeled, but BW (i, j) has a circular dependency on S itself. Autotune thus makes approximations
when optimizing the assignments.
At a high level, Autotune works in two phases: (1) a Quicktune phase where a one-shot, global adjustment of GM and
LM assignments is done to adapt to the network change
immediately; and (2) a Finetune phase where Autotune uses
a performance model to find the current performance bottleneck in the system, and moves GMs and LMs away from it
in a stepwise, increasingly aggressive manner.
4.3.1

Quicktune

Quicktune aims to minimize the maximum transfer time of
each node. Quicktune can be best summarized formally as
follows: let GM (i, c) ∈ {0, 1} and LM (i, c) ∈ {0, 1} be
the boolean variables to be solved, which indicate whether
node i is the GM or LM of chunk c. Let G(i) be the group
of node i, |G| the number of groups and S(c) the size of c

Mean
Speedup
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in bytes. Our goal is to:
minimize
P
max(ti =

c

S(c)(LM (i, c)|G(i)| + GM (i, c)|G|)
P
)
n BW (i, n)

∀i,c GM (i, c) = 1 =⇒ LM (i, c) = 1
X
∀c
GM (i, c) = 1
LM (i, c) = 1

i∈G(g)

Quicktune solves this with an approximation: it first distributes GMs to different groups, with the number of GMs
assigned toP
each group
Pproportional to the group aggregate
bandwidth m∈G(i) n∈G(g)
BW (m, n), then distributes
/
LMs inside each group to different members in a similar
fashion, using aggregate per node bandwidth.
4.3.2
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demonstrate how PLink can be integrated with systems with
training frameworks that have different design decisions.
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Figure 6. PLink’s collective optimizations achieve up to 2.27x
speedup on public clouds training popular neural network models,
compared to original Pytorch/Caffe2.

subject to

∀c,g∈G

2.27
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Finetune

Quicktune is limited as it assumes constant effective bandwidth across different schedules and ignores node balance.
Finetune, however, amends this by gradually evolving the
current schedule, using both the currently measured D(i, j)
and B(i, j) to pinpoint the current bottleneck node in the
system, and then moves away its load while maintaining balance based on blame. Blame for node i (B(i)) has two major weighted parts: time t(i) and imbalance l(i). Autotune
collects per connection stats including link RT T (i, j), bandwidth BW (i, j) through the OS (Wikipedia; Mathis
et al.,
P

Caffe2/Pytorch uses blocking reduction. PLink integration
is done by extending Gloo (Facebook)’s algorithm object. Caffe2/Pytorch, by default, uses a concurrency limit to
control the number of established connections per peer and
simultaneous allreduce calls. PLink instead uses a single
AggEngine instance to multiplex all requests.
MxNet uses an asynchronous callback pattern, but PLink’s
reduce is blocking. A separate thread is launched for invoking callbacks through kv apps’s infrastructure when
a chunk has finished. Support for MxNet is enabled by
extending PSLite (PSLite)’s van object.

5

E VALUATION

Our evaluation goals are as follows: (1) Measure PLink’s impact on end-to-end training. (2) Demonstrate the efficiency
of AggEngine. (3) Quantify the benefit of hierarchical aggregation and topology-awareness. (4) Evaluate the accuracy
of ProbeEmbed’s inference of physical affinity. (5) Assess
how well Autotune reacts to network changes.

D(i,j)

2003), and computes t(i) = maxj RT T (i, j) + P jBW (i,j)
j
t(i)
ˆ =
and normalized t(i)
.
Further,
we
let
l(i) =
meann t(n)
P
l(i)−minn l(n)
ˆ
j D(i, j) and weighted l(i) = maxn l(n)−minn l(n) . Fiˆ + γ t(i).
ˆ
nally, blame is defined as β l(i)

With blame for each node available, Finetune attempts a
move of a single GM (or if not available, an LM) from the
i B(i)
node with highest blame to the lowest, if max
mini B(i) >  (a
configuration parameter). If Finetune repeatedly identifies
the same bottleneck node, it moves exponentially more LMs
and GMs in each step.
Autotune uses a central daemon to collect performance metrics and generate new schedules, and is triggered by a sudden change (e.g., larger than 20%) in training performance.
Autotune signals AggEngine to install the new schedule.
4.4

Integration with Training Frameworks

Integrating PLink with a training framework is straightforward. PLink’s initialization requires only a list of nodes and
buffer sizes/addresses from the training framework. Here we

5.1

Environment Setup

We run experiments on both Azure and EC2, in the same
region or availability zone. Each VM runs Linux kernel 4.18
with SoftiWarp support (IBM), Cuda 9.2, CuDNN 7, and network enhancements (Microsoft, b; Amazon, b) if possible.
All VMs have at least 10 Gbps network throughput, using
DCTCP (Alizadeh et al., 2010) as SoftRoCE and SoftiWarp
do not yield better performance. AggEngine uses a chunk
size tuned to its best performance, usually 16 to 64KB. All
experiments use 64 nodes unless specified. Some experiments involve comparing results generated with uncertainty.
In those cases, we report speedup in terms of mean and
percentile metrics together with performance distribution
of 50 runs. Each sample represents mean performance of
20 iterations using a potentially different cluster assignment
generated by the underlying mechanism.
5.2

End to end training performance

We start our evaluation with the impact of PLink’s collective
optimizations on the end-to-end training performance of
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Figure 7. GPU to GPU aggregation speedup of various systems
on Azure and EC2 in terms of mean latency for large and small
buffers, normalized to NCCL’s performance.
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popular neural networks. Then we breakdown the effect of
each optimization in the following sections. We compare
PLink to original Pytorch/Caffe2 performance by replacing Gloo. We represent training speedup as mean speedup
in throughput of 50 iterations to save experimental cost.
This directly translates to a reduction in end-to-end training
time as PLink’s optimization does not change convergence
because it keeps the computation intact.

Figure 9. Empirical reduction latency distribution of ProbeEmbed-,
Balanced Random- guided 2LHA and FA on Azure and EC2.

Figure 6 shows the speedup of PLink, which ranges from
1.37-2.27x on Azure, and 1.13x-1.53x on EC22 when training popular vision models. We expect larger speedups for
neural networks with higher communication to computation ratios (such as AlexNet and VGG) on VMs with faster
networks, as we observe near line-rate network utilization
when training them with PLink. For models with smaller
communication to computation ratios (such as ResNet-50),
PLink’s speedup comes from its reduced reduction latency.

We continue with a detailed comparison between PLink FA
and 2LHA, reducing a real-world model (ResNet-50, varying buffer sizes totalling ≈100MB). We use 4 connections
per peer to fully utilize VM bandwidth. We separately tuned
chunk sizes to ensure baseline perform well in both clouds.
We present the speedup summary in Figure 8; then, each
subsection details the benefits associated with the individual
technique. Performance distribution is found in Figure 9.

5.3

Efficiency of AggEngine

This section evaluates the performance of AggEngine itself, disabling ProbeEmbed and Autotune. For clarity, we
first set up our baseline with communication libraries used
in major training frameworks, including MxNet PS-Lite,
Nvidia NCCL 2.4, and Facebook Gloo, covering ring (Gloo,
NCCL), tree (NCCL), halving-doubling (Gloo) and parameter server (PS-Lite). We use each library’s benchmark
program to measure its performance. On both Azure and
EC2, we use instances with V100 GPUs and test end-to-end
reduction performance involving copying from/to a GPU.
Figure 7 shows the speedup in terms of mean (20 iterations)
GPU to GPU reduction latency normalized to NCCL’s result
of aggregating a large (128MB) and a small (4B) buffer.
To provide a fair comparison, we limit AggEngine to use a
single connection per peer (in a typical scenario, multiple
connections are used). Overall, AggEngine’s flat aggrega2
While we report only data-parallel results for its dominance
in distributed training, PLink optimizations are paradigm-agnostic,
as all the scheduling of transfers is done by the framework.

Azure D48 Agg. Performance (ms)

ProbeEmbed

EC2 C5n.18xLarge Agg. Performance (ms)
Balanced Random
Flat Aggregation

tion (FA) leads the pack and is thus used as a strong baseline.
5.4

Effectiveness of Hierarchical Aggregation

Comparing with ground-truth-guided 2LHA. Cloud
providers can expose topology information to assist in
locality-aware scheduling and communication. We obtain
ground-truth topology information from Azure. We look
at the effectiveness of using physical topology on Azure to
form a reduction schedule for 2LHA, grouping VMs based
on their physical locality.
Our experiment shows that ProbeEmbed-guided 2LHA
beats ground-truth-guided 2LHA by 1.15x on average. The
performance of ground-truth-guided 2LHA relies on a “luck”
factor related to the physical topology of the VMs: the more
compactly the VMs are allocated, and the more balanced
the allocation in each rack is, the better performance of
ground-truth-guided 2LHA should be. But VM spawn location is in total control of the scheduler, and sometimes
it is impossible to guarantee a compact allocation due to
current VM occupancy. It is difficult to splice/split undersized/oversized racks for a more balanced 2LHA without
probing for network properties, which ProbeEmbed does.
Comparing with Balanced Random-guided 2LHA. We
observe an additional 1.3x and 3.9x expected performance
gain of the clusters generated by ProbeEmbed over those of
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Figure 10. Autotune adapts to bandwidth changes by assigning
LMs based on current metrics of AggEngine. Dotted lines: averaged throughput. Solid lines: snapshot throughput.

Balanced Random on Azure and EC2. ProbeEmbed leads to
better and more stable performance by generating cohesive,
locality-preserving group assignments. On the other hand,
Balanced Random can include VMs that are far away in the
same group, creating a bottleneck in the system.
5.5

Accuracy of ProbeEmbed

Effective exploitation of locality requires capturing both
static and dynamic aspects of the network (which is directly captured by the probes). In this section, we evaluate
ProbeEmbed’s ability to discover the network topology in
terms of physical affinity.
Physical Affinity Inference Accuracy (PAIA). We define
affinity score as an intuitive metric to quatify how well
ProbeEmbed captures network topology: for any two VMs
(a, b) that have comparable distance to an observer c, let
T (a, c), T (b, c) be the ground-truth distance (in terms of
hops) from a to c and b to c, and let M (a, c), M (b, c) be the
ProbeEmbed measured distance. We define an affinity score
A(a, b, c) for triplet (a, b, c) as:
(
A(a, b, c) =

1 if M (a, c) < M (b, c) and T (a, c) < T (b, c)
or M (a, c) > M (b, c) and T (a, c) > T (b, c)
0 otherwise

For a given c, A(a, b, c) captures whether ProbeEmbed’s
measurement agrees with the actual hop distance between
a and b. A(a, b, c) is only defined for comparable nodes a
and b to c: each node’s position is encoded as a tuple of
format (region, datacenter, cluster, row, rack, host). a and b
are comparable to c if they have different longest common
prefix to c. Longer common prefix means higher affinity.
We now define PAIA as the total sum of all A(a, b, c) over
the count of all defined A(a, b, c)s. A higher PAIA means a
better comprehension of the datacenter network.
Quality of Various ProbeEmbed Probes. We evaluate
base affinity accuracy achieved by running latency and bandwidth probes, without the embedding process, on 64 VMs,
in 2 datacenters, 7 clusters, 15 rows and 61 racks in the US
West 2 region with a total of 81.3K triplets to infer. Latencybased measurements better reflect underlying topology, with
the DPDK Echo probe yielding a PAIA score of 95.6% com-

Embedding’s Effect on Affinity Inference. ProbeEmbed’s probe readings can be affected by measurement noise.
We now show how the embedding boosts ProbeEmbed’s inference accuracy, in a case with 64 VMs in a single datacenter with 75.2K triplets. This effectively shrinks the latency
distribution and makes it more difficult to infer topology.
DPDK Echo probes without embedding yield a PAIA score
of 81.3%. We apply embeddings with different α values
to this dataset and found an average PAIA improvement of
5.0% with α = 1, and 8.1% with α = 2.
5.6

Effectiveness of Autotune

We conclude our evaluation with the real-world impact of
Autotune on training ResNet-50 with Pytorch/Caffe2 on 8
nodes with FA. We report Autotune’s effects in terms of
end-to-end training performance. We run Autotune continuously, ignoring the stop condition, and assess how Autotune
adapts to bandwidth changes and discovers a balanced LM
assignment. We start by imposing no limits on bandwidth;
then we limit the bandwidth of node 0, and eventually restore it. This shows how instantaneous training throughput
changes as we apply Autotune decisions.
Figure 10 shows this process. We perform a step of Autotune every 10 iterations and report the snapshot reading of
current throughput after the schedule change. At step=0,
node 0’s network throughput is ≈5 Gbps. At step=1, we
limit its bandwidth to 2 Gbps. This causes an immediate drop in training performance and triggers Autotune at
step=3. Quicktune moves LMs away from node 0. The
training throughput then bumps up immediately, and Autotune enters fine-tuning mode through step=11. During
this period, Autotune continues to move LM assignments
away from 0. When 0 is out of LMs, Finetune moves LMs
among the rest of the nodes based on their blame score. At
step=11, node 0’s bandwidth is restored, causing an immediate jump in training performance, but this time node 0
is underloaded. At step=12, this is partially corrected by
Quicktune. Autotune continues to monitor and rebalance
workloads throughout,
arriving at a balanced assignment at
P
maxn i D(n,i)
P
t=25, with minn D(n,i) < 1.05. Compared to using this
i
near optimally balanced LM assignment alone, Autotune
delivers 1.27x speedup when node 0 is the bottleneck, and
can quickly recover when node 0’s limit is lifted.

6

R ELATED W ORK AND D ISCUSSION

Network topology discovery. We use similar embedding
approach to (Dabek et al., 2004) with a different goal: they
embed peers on the globe, whereas we use embedding to
denoise ProbeEmbed probes with a novel objective.
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(Battre et al., 2011) provides a technique for topology inference. In contrast, we are interested in clustering based on
locality that encompasses both topology and dynamic load.
Further, (Battre et al., 2011) explored using jitter and loss
experienced by train-like (Hu & Steenkiste, 2003) probes to
infer topology, but acknowledged that it was ineffective in a
fully virtualized environment (Section III.C), the setting that
we target (public clouds). We confirmed such methods for
locality discovery performed poorly given the low latency of
modern switches; jitter introduced by queueing is too small
to provide meaningful measurements. Lastly, (Lawrence &
Yuan, 2008) assumes store-and-forward switches in homogeneous clusters forming trees without virtualization.
Cloud-aware MPI. We share some similarities in terms
of using measurements to guide a hierarchical aggregation
mechanism used in (Gong et al., 2015; Alfatafta et al., 2018).
Our work differs in the following ways: (1) ProbeEmbed includes denoising techniques to provide accurate embeddings
in a noisy cloud environment, and we morph reduction trees
to adapt to dynamic load. (2) We target allreduce operations
as opposed to the simpler reduce/scatter/gather primitives
considered by (Gong et al., 2015). (3) We exploit locality
both in the network and within each node, through the design
of AggEngine. As a result, we achieve better performance
at a larger scale than (Gong et al., 2015) (which achieved
13-27% speedup on 32 EC2 nodes). (4) We demonstrate
actual end-to-end application-level speedups by integrating with ML frameworks for real world workloads, while
(Gong et al., 2015) ran microbenchmarks and (Alfatafta
et al., 2018) did an analytical evaluation.
Cross region training. Many (Cano et al., 2016; Hsieh
et al., 2017) have explored the possibility of geo-distributed
learning. PLink can help here both by reducing traffic
through bottleneck links (inter-datacenter, inter-availability
zone) and by reducing the cost of training as cloud providers
usually charge for cross-region/zone transfers.
Large batch optimization. Large batch sizes reduce communication frequency (FastAI; Goyal et al., 2017; Sridharan
et al., 2018; Jia et al., 2018a), but also eliminates the potential of achieving a larger speedup with a fast communication
plane: with ResNet-50, (Shen et al., 2019) shows only 10
samples are needed to utilize a recent GPU fully, and thus
the computation of large batches can be further spread to
more GPUs, provided that communication overhead is low.
Quantization, compression, and matrix decomposition.
Communication bottlenecks can be alleviated by trading
potentially more iterations for fewer bytes sent per iteration,
with sigma-delta modulation (Seide et al., 2014), or fullyconnected layer decomposition (Zhang et al., 2017; Chilimbi
et al., 2014), or with redundancy reduction in SGD (Lin
et al., 2017). These techniques push the communication
bottleneck towards latency and work well with PLink to take

advantage of its lower latency stack. §5.3 suggests in the
extreme case of a single-bit reduction, PLink still achieves
meaningful speedup; comparing Figure 6 with Figure 1,
PLink boosts the training throughput of Pytorch/Caffe2 with
full gradient precision to be similar to MxNet with gradient
compression and 2-bit quantization.
Reinforcement and active learning. While past work has
shown promising results on the use of reinforcement learning on scheduling and placement (Chen et al., 2018b;a;
Kraska et al., 2018; Mirhoseini et al., 2017; Bodin et al.,
2018), our preliminary assessment of end-to-end RL for
PLink is unfavourable. RL requires a large samples covering all conditions, and collecting training throughput on the
public cloud has prohibitive costs. Further, an agent is unlikely to see a significant fraction of the possible topologies
with a constantly evolving cloud. However, a coordinated effort by cloud providers across customer jobs may be feasible
as it could train on more samples with greater diversity.
Predicting bandwidth changes. Autotune currently reacts
to bandwidth changes only after they happen. This can be
improved by carefully monitoring connection state variables
such as the congestion window to anticipate an incoming
bandwidth change (Haeri & Rad, 2006; Biaz & Vaidya,
1998; Kong et al., 2018; Li et al., 2016).
Scheduling for locality. Some cluster schedulers make
placement decisions that consider network locality (Xiao
et al., 2018b; Gu et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2018b), but this can
increase scheduling time. Autotune is complimentary in
that it can provide better throughput when good placements
are not possible.

7

C ONCLUSION

Accelerating distributed training in the public cloud has
unique challenges, making communication a bottleneck in
the training process. We proposed PLink, a system that accurately probes the network and efficiently generates and executes topology-aware, hierarchical aggregation plans, taking
advantage of the locality in datacenter networks, and continuously balances workloads across VM nodes to adapt to
changing network conditions. We show that PLink achieves
an end-to-end training speedup in unmodified commercial
clouds of up to 2.3x with popular neural network models.
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